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Eight Important Proposals Will Crowd the November Ballot
When voter* go to the poll* Nov.
4, they will face a long and compli
cated ballot. In addition to choice*
for president and for congrctt, there
are teven (eight in Allendale) ballot
proposal* all of which require a ye*
or no vote.
Several of these proposal* have
sparked more interest from college
students than the choice between the
presidential candidates.
Here is a brief rundown of the
alphabet soup Michigan voters will
confront. Information comes from
proponents and opponents of each of
the measures, and from the non-part
isan l-eague of Women Voters.
(Copies of a more complete guide,
written by the l.eaguc, is available in
the PIRGIM office in the south wing
of the Campus Center.)
PROPOSAL A, also known as the

Smith-Bullard Proposal, is a tax shift
plan. It it endorsed by the League of
Women Voters, the State Trooper*
Association, and the Michigan Education Association.
If more persons vote yes than no
on the initiative, this amendment to
the state constitution would
‘ Ensure substantial local control
of school pcrvinnel and programs.
•Reduce from 50 mills to 24 5
mills the current maximum property
tax for county, township, and educa
tional operations. (One mill equal*
$1 for every $ 1,000 of state-assessed
value on a person's property. Assess
ments equal one-half the actual
market value of the piece of pro
perty.)
•Allow a $140 income tax break
to renters.
•Exempt retirees age 65 and older

from property taxes on the first
$25,000 of state assessed value on
property.
•pstablish a 10-mill limit for
*chool taxes.
•permit the state to create its own
school property tax to be levied on
non-homestead property, such a
second home* and owner operated
farms. The *tate could levy up to
30.5 mills.
Although the proposal does not
specify where the state will obtain
funds for education, it has been pre
sumed by both the authors and the
analysts of the plan that an increase
in the state income tax would be
most likely.
One of the sponsors of the
amendment. Rep. Perry Bullard, pre
dicts that the state's income tax
would rise from its current 4,6 per

cent rate to 5.9 percent.
Thus, Proposal A would shift
taxes from property to income,
while, according to it* sponsors, en
suring quality education in Michigan.
PROPOSAL B would lower the
legal drinking age from 21 to 19. In
1972, Michigan's comprehensive Age
of Majority went into effect granting
18 year olds the right to consume
alcoholic beverages along with the
right to vote and enter into con
tracts. In April, 1978, the Legisla
ture raised the drinking age from 18
to 19 years, effective Dec. 3, 1978.
That November, however, voter*
approved a constitutional amend
ment to raise the drinking age to 21.
Since 1976, three states have
raised the drinking age from 18 to
19, one from 18 to 20, and two (in
cluding Michigan) went to 21. Nine

teen states arc currently considering
raising the legal drinking age. Two
states which recently raised the
drinking age are considering lowering
it now.
Backers of Proposal B say that a
19 year limit would effectively re

move legal drinking from th>- high
school*. Studies show that there is
no relationship betwecif legal drink
mg age and whether teens drink.
Statistics on alcohol 'elated accidents
continued on page 4

Students Can Bus to the Polls
Free transportation to the polls
will be provided by GVSC as a public
service on Flection Day, November
4,1980
This service is being coordinated
through Student Senate and the
Office of Student Activities and
Housing.
The bus leaves the Campus Center
every hour on the hour from 8 a.m.
to 7 p.m and will he stopping at the

following pick-up points bus stop
at
Mackinac-Manitou, Copeland
House, and the Ravine Center.
Students taking this bus should
be aware that this process will take
up to an hour.
The drop off procedure will coin
cide with the pick up. Signs desig
nating each pick-up/drop off point
will be placed at each point along
with confirming times.

Grand Valley’s
Student Run
Weekly
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Profs Rap Enrollment Report
by Susan Collins
Faculty leaders roundly criticized
the report of the Fnrollmcnt Com
mittee Friday, taking issue with
many of its recommendations for
boosting-or at least stabilizing en
rollment in the 1980’s.
The Executive Committee of the
faculty Senate (ECS) and the Sen
ate’s Curriculum Committee met
jointly to formulate a faculty posi
tion on the Enrollment Report.
The Enrollment Report is the off

icial report from the now defunct
Enrollment Committee. The Enroll
ment Committee was appointed by
President Lubbers in the Winter of
1979. The group's purpose was to
“discuss and recommend policy re
garding budget, recruitment, reten
tion and other issues significant to
GVSC’s academic and financial
future during the 1980's’.
The committee’s goal was to stab
ilize enrollment at Grand Valley by
the fall of 1980. Moreover, it was
agreed that the committee would not

$4,400R aised To F ight Tisch
by Susan Collins
Grand Valley faculty, staff and
students raised $4,400 last week
to help defeat the Tisch proposal,
according to Arthur Hills, Execu
tive Assistant to the President.
The money goes to Citizens to
Save Our State (SOS) to stage a
whirlwind media campaign in the
final week before the election.
State agencies throughout Michi
gan were each “assessed" a dollar
amount donation. Grand Valley's
“assessment" was $5,000.
Hills
stated there wasn’t any pressure or
compulsion on the staff, faculty or
students to contribute to the cause.
Meanwhile, the sponsor of Pro
posal D, Shiawassee Drain Commis
sioner Robert Tisch is considering
court action against the state and
Michigan State University for their
alleged use of public money to fight
the tax slashing proposal. Tisch
added that he might take court
action against all of the state’s 15
state colleges and universities for

i n

their roles in campaigning against
his proposal.
Tisch says that college officials
have no business getting involved in
the issue.
Hills stated that Grand Valley
was “clean as a whistle” on Tisch’s
accusations, saying that no state
appropriations or general fund
monies were used to wage war on
Proposal D.
In addition, Hills said, “ I think
many of us have given time to an
educational program-it is our res
ponsibility to provide education on
the tax proposals and we have
spoken on all three proposals (in
cluding the potential devastation
Tisch may incur)."
“I think we’re within our legal
rights-l have no concerns,” Hills
said.
Hills said he was "very pleased"
with collections at GVSC and gave
credit to some of the persons in
volved: Rod Mulder, faculty; the
clerical and technical staff: Ward
Aurich, Plant Department; and
Lcnore Knox, Student Senate.

only recommend policy, but also
take action necessary to eliminate
problems adversely affecting the
Grand Valley student population.
Duplication and the nature of an
altered federation was top priority
discussion and deemed worthy of a
special meeting scheduled for Friday,
Nov. 7. The topics of a uniform
grading system and the transferabil
ity of credits between colleges are
also slated to be discussed at this
meeting.
The faculty was divided on the re
commendation to promote the in
stitution as a whole as opposed to
separate colleges.
"The purpose behind this pro
posal is that admissions officers faced
with time limitations will be able to
recruit more students through push
ing Grand Valley State as a whole,”
alleged Curriculum member R.
Bryant Mills, a representative from
Siedman College of Business and
Administration.
"One advantage Grand Valley
offers is several routes to the degree.
We need an approach that promotes
Grand Valley and the reality of
separate colleges and resists placing
the two in opposition," says William
James College Professor and ECS
member Robert Mayberry.
Student Senate President Lenore
Knox thought the admissions office
should give high school seniors more
credit in being able to decipher the
concept of more than one college at
Grand Valley.
“The issue is to get the Public
Relations (office) to promote what
the college is and not twist it to what
is
promotable,”
said Michael
Birtwistle who chairs of the Curriculm Committee.

FACULTY LEADERS LABOR OVER critical points of the Enrollment Report (photo by John S.
Wanat).

Presidential Candidates’ Views Vary
On Funding fo r H igher Education

(Editor's Sote This is the College struck a nerve in a lot of people,” tion to the rise in federal spending
Press Services's interpretation of the proffers Tom Duffy, president of the for and control over education.”
Reagan fails to note, though, that
Presidential candidate’s views on American Student Association.
Terry Herndon, executive director the latgcst single aid to education
higher education.)
of the pro-Carter National Education program in American history was
Association (NEA), which was per begun in June, 1944, when President
RONALD REAGAN
If the education policies of a haps the most insistant advocate of Roosevelt signed the G.l. Bill. It
Reagan presidency followed those of the new department, isn’t sure h e’d gave aid to millions of veterans at
the Reagan candidacy, the next four want to keep the agency if Reagan tending college. Standardized test
years would feature less federal in won. “An education department, scores peaked in 1963, some 19 years
tervention in school policies, less under a President Reagan is some after federal aid to education began.
federal aid to schools and students, thing we’d have to think twice
continued on page 4
and more state and local control. about,” he says.
“It might be easier to let the de
The most visible effect would be the
dismantling of the Department of partment go,” he adds.
Education.
The campaign’s education views
Though the Washington. D.C. ed on key points:
Funding:
Reagan’s January
ucation community was by no means
united in its approval of the new de policy statement on education
partment, which was officially born asserted he wanted to “maximize
las: May 1, there now seems to be a control (of school policy) by parents,
general concurrence that destroying teachers and local school boards” by
the department would be at least a transferring responsibility for fund
ing back to the states. In other by Helen Cordes
symbolic defeat for education.
“I think that statement (promis words, explains Reagan deputy press
WASHINGTON. D C. (CPS) - Ask
continued on page 4 ing to dismantle the department) aide Ken Towrey, “states that
wanted to continue federal programs virtually any member of the higher
education lobby here which presi
would have to raise taxes locally.”
“A good deal” of the federal dential candidate would do the
financial aid, handicapped student, most for colleges and universities,
and affirmative action programs and most likely the reply will be a
“would probably continue,” Towrey pause, and a sigh.
“We would prefer a non-Reagan
adds. But Reagan would probably
convert some of the money spent on candidate,” notes the leader of an
them to “block grants,” which would education group. (He, like many,
go to communities, which would declined to have his association
identified because political endorse
spend them as they feel like it.
Financial aid; The Republican ments are forbidden by Internal
platform pledges “to enact tuition Revenue codes governing many
tax credits,” an aid program that was non-profit groups)
The “lesser of two evils,” accord
rejected in 1979 in favor of President
Carter’s plan to expand grants to ing to most lobbyists, is President
Jimmy Carter. “Just look at the
middle-income students.
Quality of education: Reagan and Republican and Democratic plat
the 154-page section of the Repub forms,” advises the same education
lican platform that deals with educa group head. “I think most groups
tion agree that the federal govern prefer the educational platform of
President spoke, pointing gleefully to tha covers which revealed hew
ment is responsible for low-quality the Democrats.”
long it had bean tinea tha book* had been checked out.
Rep. John Anderson, the third
learning.
Whan Carter enamored a quaetion from a high school girl about
As Reagan’s January policy state most-discussed candidate, is usually
draft regist ration, ha andad by saying, "So you tall all your boy
ment put it: “Since 1962, when fed dismissed as “a spoiler.” at least by
friends they shetdd register—l*m aire you're got a lot of them ";
tha journallets couldn't resist. Ona turned around and observed, "Ha's
eral aid to education began, pre- Barbara Lawless of the National
student costs have increased and test
lusting again." Others laughed and agreed; "Yap, lusting in tha licontinued on page 4
scores have fallen virtually in propor
(photos by Bab Stofar)

w r n m
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Lustful C hief Fails to A w e the N ational P ress
PRESIDENT CARTER WAS in town Iwt w stk. Lanthorn n aff
mamban got a doaa up look at both tha Commander-in-Chiaf and th*
national journalists who follow him around. Tha prats paopla h art
hoard Carter say tha tama things for many months now and ara vis
ibly unimprxaaad.
Ona of tham fail asiaap during tha President's remarks at tha
Wyoming Library.
Others scoured tha shah as for books by their colleagues at tha

Education Lobby

Sighs Its Support

For ‘Non-Reagan’

i
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Other Candidates Need

Lanthorn Editorials

To Be Considered, B u t . . .

Choices, and Important Choices
The choice this year between the realistically electable presidential
candidates is once again too much like the choice between (deem and
Colgate with cither selection the packaging is bright, your teeth will
shine, but you'll pn bably end up with a cavity eventually
Still, there arc significant differences between the major candidates,
and even the minor candidates deserve serious consideration.
Overshadowing in many ways the presidential race, though, arc the

proposals to amend the constitution which will appear on the ballot in
Michigan, Proposal I) will have particular impact on students, if en
acted.
When at the polling place it is important to remember that proposals
will pass or fail on the basis of the number of ves votes versus the num
ber of no votes cast on any given proposal Not voting is not the same
as voting yes. Nor is it the same as voting no.

When the Governor’s budget chief predicted that twelve of
Michigan’s fifteen campuses would be closed if Proposal U passed, the
state's colleges and universities became dc facto pawns in the battle
over the amendment.
College presidents, including (.rand Valley’s Arend l.ubbcrs, became
leading figures in the fight against Proposal I), speaking out in public,
and organizing fundraising on their campuses.
Would the Tisch amendment wreak havoc with state services, closing
most colleges and universities, cutting off assistance to the needy, and
destroying the state's parks and recreation facilities as government
officials claim? Or is Tisch correct in saying that cuts would not be as
deep as self serving bureaucrats would have us believe?
Is the state of Michigan already broke, without the additonal blow
of Proposal D as the Governor says? (Jr would 'TJ" force the govern
ment to cut out rampant waste and fraud as Tisch contends?

Voters, having been “loved and left behind" by Richard Nixon, arc
very much ready to "throw the rascals out”. . whoever the rascals
happen to lie at a given moment.

We urge you to vote on Nov 4
John Anderson, the independent, has shown signs of being a serious
contender at various times during the campaign. Now his stature is re
duced to that of a possible spoiler in the final days before the election.

A Disaster in More Ways than One
Of the four proposals for changes in state taxation. Proposal I), the
so-called Tisch amendment, is the most significant because polls show
that is has a good chance of passing, because it is widely misunderstood,
and because of the potential ill-effects it would visit on the lives of
many, if not most, Michigan citizens.

Partly as a result of the Nixon debacle, and partly as result of a
wising up of American voters to the lack of vigor with which the
Democrats and the Republicans "oppose” each other, interest has in
creased in third and even fourth and fifth party candidates.

would lie felt for decades to come as the brightest young minds
migrated to other states.
I here is waste in lie university system, as in any burcacracy.
Gollege officials ris.'.rJ focusing voter attention on this by stumping
against I isch on company time. Thinly veiled as "educational act
ivities , the fundraising and speechifying by the colleges’ most highlypaid employees, was probably not illegal, but certainly came close.
Voters should remember that whatever waste there is in the higher
education system is not wisely remedied by crippling the entire system.
Looking beyond the immediate consequences to education, Proposal
U is repugnant in several other verv important ways.
It would hamstring social services to the needy at a time when, in de
pression-ridden Michigan, they are most necessary.
It would seriously hurt the state’s parks and recreation system,
tempting disaster for one of Michigan’s leading industries, tourism.

Anderson "pgpaeT draft registration, jin^appicars to be less prone to
commit the osjjimry to war than Carter i>M*teafcai
zjpin. These, however, arc
his strongerffmtnbutes.
X / /
I'hev an- dwarfed by the recurring' theme
Amcricaty.pcupl^-Tnust sacriffTf.— AnrfrrV
courage it/call

his campaign the
lauded for his
ituents.

lie woi
olinc, and
huge profits
Me would
American overt*!

yjng causes of

LA

The Citizens Party’ ndilUtc for prcsidtSt,
Commoner, docs
attack these undcrlyi
problems. jHe pobus out inequities of the
current system, and thd resuli of shoft-term, i)rofit4)ltndcd planning of
the• economy.
I
j
|
,
|
He also doesn’t gej ckrjipaigiyuwaLubutiims wlich amount to any
thing.

More important, and without stating it anywhere in the proposal,
I isch would radically change our system of state government by taking
away the power of the Legislature to levy taxes to provide services de
manded by the public. Ibis is a fundamental change in the jarcsent
system of representative democracy.

His supporters say k Should 11mgo on cfi\ ing the lesser of two
evils every four years,
at only ensures
there will he two evil
choices again next time

Because government officials ami college presidents stand to lose
much if Proposal U passes, the information they provide about the
effects of the massive tax-cut must be looked at sceptical!)

Under I isch, new taxes would need to be approved, not by a major
ity of the voters, but by 60 percent of them In other words, 41 per
cent of the voters could rule in any vote on taxation. This is a radical
change from accepted notions of majority rule

T he problem here is that itj
ic to tr years before the next clcction. As many as five SupreiAnf'd
ccs will be appointed in that
time. They will leave a lastijfc.ynd
iV cases, practically irrever
siblc changes in Amcricarj srjncty
1unwise to not be involved
in choosing the man
w^l iaake
[t^intments.

Would most of the state’s public colleges be closed as a result of
the proposal? Probably they would, though perhaps not as many as of
ficials would have us believe. Grand Valley could easily be among the
unlucky ones.

T here is waste in government. That waste should be climiniated.
But it must be done reasonably, and with an understanding of the con
sequences of overkill.

The answer lies somewhere in between the two extreme positions,
though closer to the Governor’s than to the drain commissioner’s.

The colleges which would not be closed would face terrible financial
troubles. With only minimal state appropriations they would have to
double tuition, pricing themselves out of the market for many students,
thus requiring even higher tuition rates to pick up the slack

It has become fashionable to do things electoral!)' to “send a
message to the government.” In tie case of the Tisch amendment, the
message is much to expensive to all of us.
We urge a NO vote on Proposal I)

Many of the "survivors” would not last long under these circum
stances.
Tisch says that college students must become more self-reliant
financially: "If they have the guts to get out of bed in the morning”
and go to school, they should have the guts to earn their way through,
he says.
Public policy in this century has recognized the benefits of state
supported education as a way of investing tn the future. To dismantle
Michigan's fine university system would be a giant step backward which

Control over programs and personnel should be controlled locally,
as Proposal A stipulates.
T he proposal would provide needed relief for homeowners, whileshifting the tax burden to income, where it would be borne on the
basis of availibility to pay.
While we are reluctant to endorse taxation by ballot proposal
this should be the job of our elected representatives in the absence
of good legislation on tax reform, we recommend a yes vote for
Proposal A.
Proposal B would lower the legal drinking age from 21 to 19. It
is reasonable for young adults to enjoy recreational benefits of adult
hood if they are expected to bear the responsibilities.

heating utilities, it shifts a far greater burden to the general sales
tax.
We recommend a no vote on Proposal C.
Proposal E would increase the income tax to build new prisons.
Despite the obvious humanitarian appeal of casing crowded pri
son conditions, it seems unwise to merely build more facilities to
warehouse offenders. Efforts should be made to change the con
ditions which create such large numbers of criminals, especially the
condition of poverty. This would be a more far-sighted way to deal
with the current problem, and a much better way to spend tax
payers money.
We recommend a no vote on Proposal E.
Proposal G would allow the Legislature to pass laws modifying
their immunity from civil arrest during legislative sessions.
There have been highly publicized abuses of this immunity.
should be limited.

And there arc significant differences between Carter and Reagan on
this point.
Ronald Reagan, unlike the othcr\
sacrifice in America. He says it’s
order to get things back on the tra,

| sees no need for
khas to sacrifice in

Reagan’s call for goverj
vitalize” the economy
intervention in the ed
sector to provide foe
longer.

|e industry, to “rcGovernment
of the private
to ignore any

Reagan woulc
dusrries to pay lca|

lish th i numtkum
r, S‘*^,k m jJJ^ '^ u p

[lowing some tnmld work.

Reagan co^
when even poP
could no longer st

v . t-**’
'Cts that the mini
To got their b^gad an
widespread n,

wage was mandated
uty-r from industry
>jficir constituents.
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Our Picks from the Alphabet Soup
Proposal A would shift taxes from property to income. It also con
tains a number of clauses to ensure equal educational resources state
wide. Since the Legislature has the constitutional charge of providing
for elementary and secondary schooling, the financial support for this
schooling should not be left to local governments.

Commoner wants social change, but the man who is president for
the next four years will have much to say about what conditions arc
created for such change.

It

Government in
ic^t iy aijftnadequate cSrAfdt the symptoms of
social problems. It doi lotpdijrcss the causcsof these problems. But
Reagan’s wistful yearni r..i A — t.i J-.-sis worse: th^n inadequate. It
is delusive.
As a leader Reaga'
President Carter is not.
the things he would commu
Reagan’s inability to grasj
ingness to exagerate and di:
an embarrassment- he coi

We urge a yes vote on Proposal B.
Proposal C would shift taxation from property to sales. Sales
taxes arc regrersivc. They hurt most the people who are least able
to pay.
Despite Proposal C’s provision for elimination of sales tax on

The Lanthorn
The Lanthorn is the student run weekly (bi-weekly in the summer)
of Grand Valley State Colleges, Allendale. M L 49401. Advertising
inquiries should be directed to Warren Pefley. Advertising Manager,
who may be reached at (616) 895-7803. The Lanthorn is funded in
part by the Grand Valiev Student Senate.

complex issues, his willould make him more than
phe as the nation’s spokes-

Reagan’s statement
^ ^H p o tfu tio n than autos is a
prime example of his tendencyrW W g^^W acrs'. The issue forms the
context for an excellent test of his convictions.
A mid-western newspaper recently suggested that it would be inter
esting to conduct an-cxpcrfiTtcm. The^gresident of the Sierra Club
would be locked in a Sealed garage with attveTtce, while Reagan would
je. wiy^a/tjnning autoj-riobbile.
be locked in a
We would

A 19 year drinking age should move some drinking out of moving
metal vehicles and into stationary, cushioned barrooms.

good c(Hq m |p if:at)orjksomething that
kty bH m major a$dct 'as president. But
Lsyhuld best be a fouled.

gitto see whoT^Jje^ed fu^fo'gjjik-ertjT.

We recommend a yes vote on Proposal G.
Proposal H would take away the Lt. Governor’s duties as pres
ident of the state senate, allow an incumbent legislator to assume
the position of president of the senate, and allow the governor to
appoint to fill a vacancy in the office of Lt. Governor.
Because this would promote the separation of the executive and
legislative branches of state government, we recommend a yes vote on
Proposal H.
The “Sale of Spirits” proposal on the Allendale ballot would allow
the sale of liquor by the glass in the township. While we are concerned
about the possibility that this would encourage unplanned commercial
development in the area surrounding the college, we would welcome
a community watering hole where we could all get together and talk
things over.
Me recommend a yes vote on the proposal for “Sale of Spirits”.

Carter ht£
taking the b<
America d
every time
Carter is sti
spite three years'yf bac
Carter has reinstated ri
though he says he oppo
of draft were he to carry
nouncemcnts.
The next four yi
uadon in the Middli
President
through such

;iden^*invm any'\ays. And yet, he is
ecognizing that
going to war
abroad.
is Reagan, de-

Ft, but Reagan,
Odd himself in need
foreign policy pro-

rebef from the dnder-box sitdangerous time for the world.
available choices to take us
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The Citizens Party is not yet registered to
run for State or local offices in Michigan and
therefore cannot officially endorse such candi
dates or referendum issues.
Instead, we can ask you to vote for Barry
Commoner and LaDonna Harris, our Pres
idential ticket, so that in 1982 we will qualify
for state and local elections. We can also ex
plain how we view the local issues, especially
the four tax proposals on the ballot next
Tuesday.
First our principles:
We should pay taxes according to our ability
to pay according to our income including all
types of capital gains, many of which are now
sheltered from taxes to make the rich richer.
Businesses should also pay according to their
income on a graduated scale which would bene
fit our productive small businesses and tax cor
porate giants more. Revenue from such taxes
should be used to guarantee human rights of
complete equal opportunity, full employment,
full medical protection, and a safe environment.
Michigan faces an economic and state bud
getary crisis. Unfortunately, we citizens thus
far have not had the opportunity to address the
causes. The four tax proposals, to differing
degrees, continue the chase after symptoms
fostered by the dinosaurs of the 1980’s, the
Democrat and Republicans.
From least
acceptable to most acceptable:
Proposal D promises tax relief but would, if
passes, provide thousands of dollars more for
the corporations, landlords, and the wealthy;
and pennies per day, after increased federal
taxation is considered, for middle and low in
come people.
Essential services such as higher education,
including GVSC, would be slashed. This docs
not bother the rich who alone can pay their
own way and who want everyone else to do
likewise. Sadly, some people support “Tisch"
without knowing how they will be hurt or sim

ply because our failing economy forces them to
grab for any promise of relief.
Proposal E appeals to those who believe that
people, not underlying social and economic
conditions, cause crime. Income taxes would
be raised to build more jails -another attack on
the symptom.
In 1974 the Michigan Advisory Commission
on Criminal Justice concluded, "The State
should adopt immediately a policy of not build
ing new major institutions for juveniles or
adults unless an analysis of the total criminal
justice system produces a clear finding that no
alternative is feasible." Alternatives are feas
ible: community corrections and true full
employment for all.
Proposal C transfen property tax, a regres
sive tax, to sales tax, another regressive tax.
Not much of a bargain, but most state politic
ians support it.
Its only redeeming social
value is that utilities would be excluded from
the sales tax.
Proposal A also shifts taxes, but the direc
tions arc more supportable. Residential and
family farm property taxes would be cut and
some business property taxes increased.
Income taxes, a better test of our ability to
pay, would be increased to cover any shortfall.
Most importantly, all school districts would
receive equal funding irregardless of the wealth
of the kids’ parents, while local school boards
would be guaranteed control over the academic
program. The Citizens Party will do better later
but this is a good start toward equal oppovtunity and fairer taxes.
Our suffering in Michigan is caused by other
factors, each of which the two parties are
worsening. Four examples:
1. GM, Ford, and Chrysler have refused to
produce quality, fuel-efficient cars because
small cars make small profits. Consequently,
hundreds of thousands of workers in Michigan
lost their jobs.
2. Carter purposely raised interest rates hoping
to slow inflation, thus landing the knock-out
punch to home building and auto sales.

* * * u i l l

by Kenneth Zapp
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C itize n s P a rty A nalyzes th e B allo t Proposals
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3. Energy costs have risen dramatically, eating
our incomes.
4. Americans pay over $1,400 per worker for
military spending.
Responses by the Demo Reps?
1. These arc private decisions.
2. Tight money is necessary even though it
hurts workers and helps bankers.
3. Energy costs have to increase. Only ques
tion is how to raise them.
4. Military spending has to be increased.
The Citizens Party offers new approaches:
1.
Board members of large corporations
should be equally elected by workers,
consumers, and shareholders so that their
decisions better reflect the public interest.
2. Inflation is best reduced by two changes;
cooperative dccsion making by workers and
management to increase productivity and full
employment for all workers making the highly
inflationary payments to people not working
unnecessary.
3. Price controls on oil and gas products to
protect low and middle class folks. Immediate
programs supporting the transfer to use of
renewable energy sources such as solar. Non

Protection Agency (EPA) Washing
ton D.C., they read: "... There is
also concern about 2,4-D because
the controversial military defoliant
Agent Orange used in Vietnam was
composed of 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D.”
Editor,
Another critical point concerns
Lubbers heartily endorsed. This or
ganization spends its contributions the eventuality of dioxin formation
While 1 he Tanthorn must be com on literature and TV and radio adver during the manufacturing process.
mended for it’s timely placement of tising to inform the voters of the We had only reported the actual
the front page article of President Tisch amendment and the other controversy that surrounds this pro
Arend Lubbers’ speech, the article is proposals.
duct (2,4-D).
to be cited for its lack of facts con
Since Verburg was not well-in
Dioxin has been found in 2,4-D, Editor,
cerning a most problematic situation. formed about the proposals and their although most of our sources declare
The writer of the article, Steven possible outcomes, lie could not the probabilities for this to be scarce
This is my first semester at Grand
Verburg, Editor in chief, neglected to accurately present the facts to the or nil!.
^Valley. I am fortunate in that my
inform the readers of several major readers.
schooling is being financed by the
points that Lubbers presented in his
Hopefully, other readers of The
According to the EPA document: G.I. Bill. I spent seven years on
speech.
Lanthorn will recognize its short “the presently available information active duty in the Air Force.
Lubbers’ well-planned, informa comings and will help to upgrade it’s on the potential adverse health ef Five days a week 1 spend time
tive, and frank speech presented his quality and content through contri fects of 2,4-D docs not support both walking and driving on cam
personal stategics fur dealing with butions and letters to the editor.
a regulatory action to remove the pus. Every day that I’m here I get
the Tisch amendment and the
While we may have a gloomy product from the market”, but also: increasingly irritated. 1 have never
other proposals. He also gave intere oudook for the future President “The EPA announced that the Agen run into so many inconsiderate
sting analogies for comparison to the Lubbers should be commended for cy is requesting additional informa drivers in one place in all my life.
Tisch amendment to his standing his honesty and obvious optimism. tion from manufacturers to deter A military base is set up in a man
room only crowd in the Multi-pur
mine if 2,4-D is safe for humans ner that is similar to a typical col
pose room last Tuesday.
Laura Stegenga and the environment."
lege campus. I am accustomed to
First semester Grand Valley student
Although it is true that $796,000
Considering the foggy halo that driving in areas where there are a
have already been cut from the
surrounds this subject, what really lot of pedestrians. The big differ
Grand Valley budget, Verburg failed
puzzles me is Mr. Stein’s certainty ence is, at Grand Valley nobody
to acknowledge Lubbers' most recent
in stating that 2,4-D docs not contain stops. This is especially irritating
statement about the proposals for
dioxin. 1 would be interested to on a cold rainy night when I’m
further budget cuts.
Between
know where has he attained such trying to cross the street to get to
October first and January first,
infallible information.
my car. A string of six or seven
budget cuts are expected to exceed
The EPA sheet reports : “Because cars will drive by and look at the
$300,000.
products with 2,4-D have been re cluster of students waiting on the
The Lanthorn reader should have
gistered for use before the 1940’s, curb, but nobody stops to let us
also been informed that Lubbers
most of the scientific data submit cross.
quoted many Federal government fi
ted to support the product regis Not to mention the puddles on
gures concerning the past years’
trations now on the marker are out the road that end up being splashed
economic standings in the state of
dated and don’t meet today’s stand on our clothes.
Michigan as compared to other states.
ards for scientific testing. Conse
Fair weather or foul, a little con
For instance, last year, Michigan
quently, there are significant gaps sideration will go a long way. Even
was the 50th state to finally receive
in several areas including cancer if I’m running late for an important
Federal funds. These monies are Editor,
potential,
reproductive
effects, class, I figure the 15 or 20 seconds
part of the money that support our
neurotoxicity and metabolism in that it takes to stop and let stud
state-supported school.
Secondly,
In response to the letter from animals."
ents cross won’t make that big of a
Federal money appropriations for Mr. Howard Stein in the Lanthorn
From my modest part, I can only difference. Who knows, the pedest
Michigan last year were ranked 49th. Oct. 16, I would like to clarify some say that we (my friend Catherine
rians might be running late too!
Verburg failed to acknowledge important details.
Behringer and 1) dedicated three So the next time you’re driving on
Lubbers' frankness about Michigan's
As a co-writer of one of the days of our academic and personal
campus, put yourself in the drivers
and Grand Valley's economic stand articles, on 2,4-D, I assume respon- life to research on the subject and 1
seat, and in the pedestrians shoes.
ings. Regarding the future of Grand sibility for the material printed, can say that we went much further
Thank You.
Valley, should Tisch pass, Lubbers Therefore my intention is to re- than the resources offered by GVSC
told his audience that Grand Valley affirm that never did we state that would have allowed us to go.
Cheryl Meadows
would remain open through next 2,4-D is the infamous Agent Orange.
Now if Mr. Stein would like to
semester, until July of 1981. But
I would invite Mr. Stein to reread verify the nature of the material Editor,
since our fiscalyear at GrandValley the appropriate paragraphs:
“It that I reported above, I would
begins
inJuly, Grand Valley will (2,4-D) is, according to sources, invite him to get in touch with me.
It's sad that the people who are
not be open for the 1981 school year an active ingredient of Agent Orange, My phone
is available at active in getting th in p done have to
( if Proposal D passes).
the infamous defoliant."
the WJC Files Office.
take so much garbage from those
The voting public should also be
Also, from the Environmental
Carlo Urbinari who are afraid to take credit for
informed of the organization. Gti- Neas Letter (April. 1980) published WJC student (Environmental Studies what they write.
zcns to Save our State that President by the United States Environmental Program).
I'm referring to the letter to the
L A N T H O R N Letters to ttie editor mutt include signature, address and pfcgga
number of the writer. The address and phone number will not be printed. The
writer's name may be withheld on request but publication of anonymous letters It
not encouraged. Letters which are legible and under 300 words sre most liksly to be
printed. All are subject to careful condensation. T H E L A N T H O R N reserves the
right to reject any letter.

renewable energy usage is destroying our ccon
only. Each unit of such energy is more expen
sive than the previous one. This must stop
now, not in ten or twenty years.
4.
Absolutely no military support for non
democratic governments or countries just be
cause of their oil reserves. This would save
about $400 per worker as American troops arc
brought home from Korea, Turkey, the middle
cast, and other places. This in no way weakens
our defenses, in fact we would be stronger.
We ask you not to waste your presidential
vote. Carter and Reagan arc leading parties of
the past. John Anderson, the self proclaimed
alternative, refused to form a party which
would continue the fight. He will self-destruct
Nov. 5.
The Citizen s Party is organizing for the
struggles in the 1980's. Join us. Y ourvotefor
Comm oner-Harris will put us on future ballots
and qualify us for election financing.

( Zapp is a faculty member in the Social
Relations Program at William James College,
and a member o f the Michigan Citizens Party.)

Editor,
editor on Oct. 16, 1980 signed by
"Name withheld on request" about
Homecoming activities. This person
This is an open letter to the GVSC
viciously attacks the organizers of
community anil the person(s) who
the events with petty, childish lan wrote last week’s letter to the editor
guage (like calling the Student Senate
in regards to Homecoming.
"Stupid Senate”), and seems to be
I feel very sorry that you felt the
crying because his or her activity and
Camelot Homecoming was a great
program priorities weren’t given
waste of time and money. I think a
more attention (i.e.-money).
few points need to lie cleared up.
It takes about as much intestinal
The Student Senate (not stupid
fortitude to withhold your name as
senate; have some respect) did not
it takes to write on bathroom walls
invest any money into Camelot.
(unless there is a serious threat of
They only invested hours of time
bodily harm). As to the allegation
Why did you attack Saga? On
that “Homecoming was insensitive
Friday (before homecoming) they
politically, culturally, and economi wore costumes (not ridiculous
cally.” I couldn’t disagree more.
costumes) to help promote Home
First, you, the writer of that
coming. The food they served at the
article, have the same opportunity medieval feast was delicious
as anyone else at GVSC to air your
I'm really bothered by your
views in the open meetings of the
remarks about the dance that was
Student Senate (and other governing
held in the Campus Center Theater.
bodies); the process is accessible if First, you dub it as expensive, then go
on to say that it was exclusive. I feel
you have the ambition. Second, this
place needs some things to do on
very sorry for you if your remarks
were made because the band was
weekends. We are isolated here in
eastern Ottawa County with few
black. We are no longer living in the
outlets for our leisure time, especi dark ages where color should make a
ally if we don’t have a car. In that
difference.
We heard very good
light, and given the variety of enjoy comments about the hand and the
able activities, including a dance (no
music they played.
charge), magic show (no charge), live
I will grant you one point. 1 am
music (no charge), and movies (no
charge), the program was a welcome also concerned about the Tisch plan
like every student on this campus.
relief for many from the usual
Be truthful with yourself would you
limited activity choices (such as
watching TV or getting drunk).
have enjoyed the same dull Home
Third, your economic argument coming Grand Valley has seen in the
past? I know I did not want to. This
is unsound, because it has a; its
basic premise the feeling that there is why we tried to make this Home
are more worthwhile places to put coming special to the students here
the money. Again, this is highly sub at Grand Valley.
Your slam against Jeff Brown
jective and comes back to your re
sponsibility to participate in the deci was not called for. Jeff L own and
sion making (i.c.-Studcnt Senate or Nancy Anderson have both been go
the administration) process if the ing through and helping the Student
Senate Programming Committee with
outcomes are important to you.
Every student has a say in how workshops on how to program effec
their money is spent; you just have tively. It is people like you who
to decide whether or not it's worth make programming very difficult to
do on this campus. No matter v.hat
your valuable time to participate.
we were to program you would be
Michael E. Hilliard in there causing problems with your
snide and cutthroat remarks.
J9
Homecoming was not politically,
culturally, and economically insensi
tive.
Its intentions were for the
students here at Grand Valley
to have a memorable Homecoming.
Ken Fitzhugh,
Student Senate Representative
Programming Committee
Kirkhof College.
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GRAND VALLEY'S USED ODDS and at ds presently stored in a local barn will be auctioned off
Nov. 8, at the barn site. The proceeds f'om the auction sponsored by the Plant Department will 90
to the colleges general fund (photo by John S. Wiinat).
_____ __ ____

Candidates
JIMMY CARTER
The Democratic platform’s educa
tion section is (s'h pages long, a fact
not overlooked by education lobby
ists in trying to discern candidate
concern for learning.
But education lobbyists readily
express concern for Carter's record
on education.
“Carter has directed more aid to
education than any other president,"
says Steve Licfman of the Coalition
of Private College and University
Students (COPUS).

But Carter, he adds, didn’t always
follow through on his proposals. "In
many of the education policies intro
duced, the administration had to be
prodded to carry them out.” More
over, “I don't think they always pick
the best people” for slots at the De
partment of Education.
Jerry Roschwalb, director of
government
relations
for
the
National Association of State Univer
sities and Land Grant Colleges, agrees
that in many instances the adminis
tration wasn’t "out there fighting”

‘Non Reagan’from page one
Education
Association (NEA).
“One shouldn't waste votes on
him."
Lawless and the NEA, however,
arc very much pro-Carter. The
NEA, which is a 1.9 million-mem
ber teachers union, controlled 302
votes at the Democratic convention
that nominated Carter. Three of
its former executive officers are
members of the Carter administra
tion, and it largely wrote the
party’s education platform.
Carter support among other edu
cation lobbyists in Washington is
much more equivocal. Even those
who privately confessed support
for the president hedge the support

with criticisms of the administra
tion's education policies.
Though many lobbyists applaud
Gov. Ronald Reagan’s desire to
stem federal “intrusions" into
school policies, they quickly quest
ion how far a federal withdrawal
should - or could - go.
The lack of enthusiasm for any of
the candidates has convinced some
lobbyists they should simply stop
agonizing over them. Phil MeKeany
of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT), the second largest
teachers union, says that on educa
tion issues "leadership seems to
come out of Congress anyway."

from page one
during congressional debates.
Still, the Carter campaign’s educa
tion policies—authored by the NEA—
do appeal to most education lobby
ists contacted by College Press Ser
vice. Among those policies:
Funding: The Democratic plat
form favors “a steady increase” in
federal education support, aimed at
equalizing funding and opportunities
from state to state.
Financial aid: While supporting
“tax aid for private schools,” it
wants to withdraw it for “segrega
tionist academies.” (The Republicans
have pledged to oppose efforts to
remove tax-exempt status for private
and religious schools).
The administration has expanded
the amount of grant money available
to lower-income students, and has
made middle-income students eligible
for federal aid programs for the
first time. As a budget measure last
spring, it also cut $50 off each
National Direct Student Loan. It has
opposed tuition tax credits.
Teachers unions:
While the
Republican platform "opposes any
federal action to establish 'agency
shops’ in public schools,” Carter’s
support for teachers unions is un
questioned. Both the NEA and the
American Federation of Teachers
(AFT)--the two largest unions-are
campaigning for the president.

Mills contended that "Grand
Valley, as an institution, should get
more of the push—to make things
simple.” He added, "I'm not antiWilliam James.”
The group modified the recom
mendation to read, “Grand Valley
should consolidate its image and pro
mote its academic environment” by
way of (1) institutional characteris
tics, (2) programmatic characteris
tics, and a third dimension, (3) col
legiate characteristics.
Another area of concern was the
development of television courses.
The Enrollment Report states that
Grand Valley should move rapidly
toward establishing a “comprehen
sive mediated-instruction program.”
The faculty expressed concern
over this claiming it was a major step
in a new direction. While recognizing
the merits as increasing and expand
ing learning, it was felt the develop
ment of mediated instruction should
move ahead with caution.
Carl Insalaco, a CAS psychology
professor who had been approached
to teach a television course this fall,
but declined, said, “The plans for
broadcasting TV courses were being
put in motion so damned fast I
couldn’t keep up with it.” He added,
“We should look very carefully into
these mediated programs.”
Currently, three television courses
are being offered at Grand Valley
and there are three scheduled for
next semester.
The joint committee also ad
dressed the recommendations of an
official list of courses and a con
densed schedule of classes.
The Enrollment Report calls for
the elimination of unnecessary
lengthy course descriptions, referring
to non-Collcge of Arts and Science
courses.
The recommendation suggests
limiting lengthy course descriptions
from the schedule to the catalog.
However, a number of courses,
offered at Grand Valley are not
listed in the catalog, one faculty
member noted.
Knox said students would be
more inclined to use the catalog if
they were free and more easily avail
able.
The question arose whether to
additionally edit course descriptions
for the catalog after they had left the
colleges.

Mayberry objected to this saying,
“ I don’t think we can tolerate any
editing of an official course descrip
tion after it has been through curriculm approval channels.”
Support of official list of courses
for the catalog was granted after the
following conditions were made: (1)
some latitude for descriptions to be
fuller, (2) catalog would be free to
students and (3) considerations
should not be used against non-rccurrent courses having a full description
in the schedule
The joint committee flatly re
jected the report’s concept of a uni
versity college, which would mean
that for the first year or two students
would not belong to any college and
would concentrate on fulfilling gen
eral requirements.
They also assailed centralized ad
vising and the idea of GVSC degree.

A GVSC degree would eliminate de
grees from the different colleges and
would focus more on majors.
“If all degrees are ro be Grand
Valley degrees, then does Grand
Valley decide the graduate require
ments?” asked Birtwistle.
“What to do with the report is a
problem,” says Rod Mulder, chair of
the faculty senate.
“The report
doesn't define who is to implement
the recommendations or who is to
discuss them."
“Some of the items have already
been adopted,” he adds.
Members of the Enrollment
Committee included Vice-president
Bruce Lossien, Assistant Vice-presi
dent John Gracki, administrators
Bruce Tweddale, Carl Wallman,
Tyrus Wessel, Cal Stockman, and
Jock Bliss, and professors Darlene
Menning and Donald Vanderjagt.

‘Winds Loses Chief Snapper
The Cross-winds yearbook staff
had an unanticipated event occur
this week.
In what amounted to be an un
expected move among yearbook
staffers, head photographer Tim
Ruggles, tendered his resignation to
his superiors, co-editors Dianne
Driscoll and Jeff Hubbard.
This is the initial setback in the
yearbook’s fledgling first year of re
turn operation. The yearbook had a
long absence, due to a lack of
student interest.
In talking with Ruggles, the main
reason for the resignation was a
lack of time. He said, “I felt I was
spreading myself too thin . . . and I
did not want to lead on my fellow
staff workers."
“I will probably still take pic
tures, if 1 have time, but I will not
serve as a head photographer,”
Ruggles said.
The resignation notice, which goes
into effect two weeks from the date
signed was submitted over the week
end.
Co-editor Dianne Driscoll, when
approached on the subject, reflected
on the positive side of the staff’s
viewpoint.
‘The Crosswinds staff is com
pletely volunteer and we have met

many obstacles in the past. I feel our
staff is to be commended for the
time and personal sacrifices each has
made. The loss of Tim is felt, how
ever, I fee! we should stress those
who remain on.”

L aw Confab
On N ov. 5
Grand Valley’s Pre law Society is
sponsoring its annual Law Night
Wednesday, Nov. 5.
Law Night brings officials from
various law schools to Grand Valley
for any interested individuals.
According to Baum, five law
schools are scheduled to be present.
They are the University of Detroit,
Wayne State University, Cooley Law
School, University of Toledo, and
Northern Ohio University.
The
University of Michigan and Notre
Dame have received invitations but
have not officially replied.
The event will take place in the
Campus Center Multi-purpose Room
from 7 p.m. to 10 pjn. All indivi
duals interested in law or law-related
careers are welcomed.

from page one

Ballot Proposals ‘80
arc inconclusive.
taxes.
•Prohibit new or increased taxes
Opponents say that there have
been fewer alcohol-related accidents without 60 percent voter approval.
since 1978 among 18 to 20 year olds.
‘ Provide for taxation of property
They say the 21 year old limit should by class.
be given more time to prove itself.
•Eliminate certain property tax
PROPOSAL C, also known as the exemptions.
Coalition Plan, was put on the ballot
•Reduce appraisal of all property
by the Legislature, unlike "A” and to 25 percent of 1978 value and limit
“D” which were put on the ballot by future residential and agricultural in
petition drives. “ Generally,” would creases to 2 percent per year.
‘ Expand homestead tax reduc
shift taxes from property to sales.
tions for low-income and senior citi
The coalition plan would:
•Eliminate property taxes on the zens, including renters.
‘ Mandate additional state reim
first $7,100 of home assessments for
bursement to local governments for
school and government operations.
• Eliminate sales tax on home use the portion of lost revenue by poss
of electricity, gas and other heating ible reduction of some state services.
•Rcqmre four-fifths vote of the
fuels.
•Increase sales tax by 1.5 cents Legislature to reduce income tax ex
per dollar to reimburse state and emptions of credits or change perlocal governments for lost tax re pupil aid formula.
Proponents say that residential
venues.
•Mandate the use of state lottery property taxes would be cut in half,
and additional relief would be pro
revenues for schools.
•Mandate a “State Rainy Day" vided to the most iccdy. Since the
state would be required to replace
fund.
•Modify existing constitutional lost local tax revenue, wasteful
requirements concerning state aid to snending and fraud would be elimin
local governments and provide a te s They project a 20 percent de
greater millagc reductions.
crease in the state budget which
Proponents of "C” feel it would would force government to be more
give property tax relief to those who efficient.
need it most: homeowners, renters,
Opponents of the Tisch plan con
and the low-income elderly. Tourists tend that it would leave the Legisla
and other non-residents would ture in control of only one-tenth of
assume a greater tax burden.
the state budget and seriously cripple
Opponents say that this shift to state services, in social services and
the sales tax would result in a greater colleges. They also say that local
government would lose revenues and
tax burden at lower-income levels.
Proposal “C" is basically a tax that whatever rehef was achieved
would be offset by the loss of federal
shift from property to sales.
PROPOSAL D, the Tisch amend tax exemptions. Also, the 60 per
ment, would cut property taxes with cent tax approval requirement would
out replacing them with another mean that a minority could rule on
all tax decisions.
form of taxation.
The proposal would:
Proposal D is a tax reduction plan
•Prohibit new tyoes of homestead which would also reduce state ser

fro m page o n e

vices.
PROPOSAL E would mandate an
increase in the state income tax to
construct four new regional prisons,
to demolish the Michigan Reforma
tory, and to fund other state and
local correctional and preventive
programs.
Overcrowding
in
Michigan’s
prisons has become a serious pro
blem, limiting space for constructive
prisoner contacts with family and
neighborhood support groups.
Opponents say that no new
prisons should be built until there is
a rcclassificrtion of current prisoners.
Many prisoners, they say, are c u r
rently kept in more secure custody
than necessary. Greater use of alter
natives to incarceration would result
in better rehabilitation at lower cost
to taxpayers.
PROPOSAL G (there is no Pro
posal F) would allow the Legislature
to pass laws relating to their constit
utional immunity from civil anest
during Legislative sessions.
Proponents of “G” contend that
since the Legislature now meets
almost yearround, there is technic
ally almost no time when representa
tives are not immune from prosecu
tion. This, they said has led to mis
use of immunity by legislators.
Opponents of “G” note that a
particular legislature could reduce
immunity to such a degree that legis
lators would be subject to harmsment from law enforcement agencies
due to the actions as legislators.
PROPOSAL H would:
•Allow an incumbent legislator to
be eligible for appointment to the
office of Lt. Governor.
•Eliminate the constitutional pro
vision making the Lt. Governor the

President of the state Senate with the
right to cast tie-breaking votes.
•Allow the Governor to appoint
to fill in a vacancy in the office of
Lt. Governor, subject to the approval
of the majority vote of both houses
of the legislature.
Those in favor feel that the con
stitution should provide a method
for filling a vacancy in the office of
Lt. Governor. To ensure separation
of the branches of government the
Lt. Governor should not take part in
the legislative process. Also, many
Republicans would like the current
Lt. Governor to be free of his duties
in the Senate so that he may begin to
campaign for the position of gover

nor in the future should Gov.
Milliken not run for re-election.
Opponents note that the state and
federal governments have worked
well with the Vice-president as the
presiding officer of the Senate.
Others note that the proposal would
lessen the chances of a private citizen
being appointed as Lt. Governor.
In Allendale Township, there is
yet another ballot proposal, this one
without a letter designation. It will
appear as SALE OF SPIRITS on the
ballot.
If passed, the proposal would
allow the sale of liquor, in addition
to beer and wine, in restaurants and
bars within Allendale Township.

The measure is favored by owners
of area restaurants, and by those in
volved in the promotion of the River
Ridge housing and commercial de
velopment north of M-45 at the
college entrance.
Many conservative Allendale re
sidents oppose the measure on moral
and other grounds.
It is important to note that all of
the above proposals are approved or
defeated based on a majority vote of
those voting either yes or no. In
other words, if only 100 persons vote
on a given proposal and 60 vote yes,
the proposal will be passed even
though only 60 persons in the entire
state approve of it.

R e fe re n d u m o f Le gisla tio n
P r o p o s e d b y Initiative Petition
We, the undersigned registered and qualified voters
of Allendale Township, Ottawa County, Michigan,
hereby petition for the submission to the electors
residing in Allendale Township, for their approval or
rejection at the next regular state election, the follow
ing question relating to the sale of spirits within the
Township:
“Shall the sale o f spirits in addition to beer and wine be permitted for consumption on the
premises within Allendale Township under the provisions o f the law governing the sale
o f liquor.”

You asked for it
here ’s your chance
V O TE YES!
—

—
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Students Learn Abroad In The ‘Punky Tea & Crumpet’ Capital
by Maureen Ruddy
If it’s raining , then it must
be London. Rain or shine, GVSC
art students harvested an acad
emically and socially fruitful time
in England this past summer.
For the past three summers
Grand Valley has sent 20 stu
dents to study in an exclusive
program at the University of
London’s Slade School of Art.
The six-week workshop was divi
ded into three 2-weck sessions
that included drawing, oil paint
ing, and sculpture drawing. The
days were divided up into lect
ures in Art History and studio
time with instruction.
Thurs
days were spent visiting museums.
Professor Donald Kerr is re-

Lanthorn

sponsible for getting the group
together,
organizing
weekend
jaunts, Thursday museum tours,
and overall co-ordinating. Kerr
feels that the Slade School pro
gram is one of Grand Valley’s
areas of excellence.
In his airy studio-like office
in the Cedar Studios, Kerr de
scribed the nature of the pro
gram.
The school represented
an “interest in and competency
at the human figure.” It is un
usual indeed for American stu
dents to be able to study at such
a prestigious institute.
When
asked how Grand Valley mana
ged to receive such an honor,
Kerr replied with a coy smile
that perhaps it was a matter of
“being in the right place at the

7 learned more in six weeks
in London
than in tw o years at Grand V alley...’
right time..”
What about the cultural as
pects of spending six weeks in
the punky tea & crumpet cap
ital of the world?
Kerr called
the experience “a fine opport
unity to live and work in an art
capital of the world.” Of the
total experience, he hoped the
students would evaluate the art
at 51% and London at 49%.
According to Kerr, apparently
that wasn’t the case.
in

“I learned more in six weeks
London than in two years

around in old-fashioned cars
dressed-up in gangster clothes.
Then there’s the aspect of
independent travel to other areas
of England and Europe.
Some

students’ traveling adventures have
led to the study of foreign lang
uages. The Slade School experi
ence has led to further pursuits
in an, and is sometimes “a cata
lyst to the student to go big time.”

at Grand Valley”, commented
Marilyn Earns of the intensive
workshop.
The instruction at
Slade, she said, was much more
individualized that that at Grand
Valley.
On the social angle, one stu
dent described her London ex
perience as "Fun!
We visited
pubs and discos and punk rock
bars. The weather was so bad
that there wasn't much else to
do.” Another claimed that the
“Skinheads” terrorized the sub
ways anti the “Teddies” cruised

Arts/Entertainment

TFIE C H E E R F U L G R O U P poses in London'(photo courtesy Frank
Schartz).

Babel Con ’80 Lures Trekkies
by Larry See
The Holiday Inn-East on 28th
Street was the setting this week
end for the 1980 Babel Conference,
and what an event it was!
According to the registration
guide, the name Babel is derived
from the Star Trek television epi
sode “Journey to Babel.” During
this event, the SS. Enterprise
transported several delegates of the
Federation to a conference held
on the planet Babel. The subjects
in this event are not limited to Star
Trek, but also included other
aspects of science fiction and
fantasy as well.
The activities were sponsored by
the Star Trek Club of Grand Rapids
(S.T.C.O.G.R.) and the Babel Conorganizing committee.
Steve
Harrison, a filmmaking student on
“a hiatus” from William James
College, chaired the conference
along with co-chairperson Debbie

Bard.
"This convention started as an
idea,” elaborated Harrison, “back
in 1978, 1 attended an event simi
lar to this in Lansing. In 1979 the
club and the organizing committee
got together and we held the first
Grand Rapids symposium
That
was mostly due to a lot of luck that
we did as good as we did that year.
This is the second year and by far
the best!”
There are less than ten seminars
in Michigan of this sort, said
Harrison. He also added that the
local event was one of the ten
recognized groups.
As well as in general attendance.
Grand Valley was well represented
and visible in the behind the scenes
aspects. A member of the GVSC
Crosswinds yearbook staff was in
volved in the registration activities
and a sorcerer proved to be a
graduate student from one of the
colleges here.

Cars ’ H it A D ead End
Ask yourself-w bat the heck is
"Progressions"? This column, more
or less, is a music column-more
because it features not only concert,
record and group reviews on the
current rock scene, but because
it emphasizes the reasons why we
are listening to certain tunes instead
o f others.
“Progressions" will constantly be
asking the question what direction
is music taking -and why?
Okay, I've told you why this thing
is "more" than a simple rock V
roll column. Now, 1 'll tell you why
it is "less". At times when rock
insights aren’t presented, l will dive
head-on into the fu ll spectrum o f
classical,
jazz,
country-western,
rhythm and blues, reggae and fusion
music.
In closing this orientation o f sorts,
Tjust want to say I'm not a rock 'n ‘
roll nut writing about other rock 'n
roll nuts. I am a music nut writing
for all o f yo u who are nuts about all
kinds o f music. Meanwhile, can any
one give me a strong foothold to
climb an acorn tree?
-H ob Viilo

The Car* have always been known
to chum out good music, songs that
have catchy melodics enabling them
to get extensive radio airplay. Panomma. the Cars’ third Electra release,
is different to say the least.
What has happened recently to
Ric Ocasek’s songwriung? (He's the
afl rhythm guitarist who tucks his

hair behind the ears to hold up his
bizarre collection of new wave
sunglasses.) Ocasek has turned out
an album of ten densely-composed
tunes-or should 1 say “decompo
sitions”? I take that back-there's
only eight “decompositions” on
Panorama.
The song "Touch and Go” is
accessible. I t’s getting a whole lot
of radio airwave action. This is due
no doubt, to the catchy chorus;
“with me it’s touch and go,” etc.
Another interesting feature on
“Touch and Go” is what Ocasek calls
his patented out-of-this-world lyrics;
“ I’m flying like a cement kite / in
your headlock on the floor / who
could ever ask for more?” L'ke I
said before, "out-of-this-world”.
“Touch and Go”, incident!)', will
remain the classic anthem from
Panorama for all of the loyal Cars
fans out there, simply because it’s
about the only listcnable selection
off the whole LP.
The other listcnable tune is
“Gimme Some Slack.” That’s about
it—you can listen to it. The other
eight songs off Panorama just don't
cut it. Their melodic backbones are
so jello-like that they’re shaky and
almost non-cxistant.
What ever happened to Ric
Ocasek?
I would like to know,
since he was once the composer of
many good songs.
Remember
“ Best Friend’s Girl." and how
about “Let’s Go." “Dangerous
Type.” “ All I Can Do”? Do you see
what 1 mean?

Among the many items avail
able to the 232 guests and onlook
ers in the dealer’s room was a begin
ner’s version of “Dungeons and
Dragons” ; a complicated game of
Medieval espionage and trickery.
On the cultural side, discussions
and lectures on space topics were
featured; as well as an auction and
a costume contest, called a contina
in space language.
The only apparent damper on
the event seemed to be registration
fee. Six dollars is a bit steep unless
you’re one of the many devoted
space freaks lurking in the Grand
Rapids area.
In ljeu of the success of this
year’s event, Harrison commented
that planning will be starting very
soon on the 1981 “ Babel Confer
ence.”

s
E V E N D U R IN G R E H E A R S A L P E R F E C T IO N is a rigorous routine (photo by Sue Kazlaw).

‘Celebration ’
Debuts Tonight

Band Is Hard W ork, But
It’s A Labor O f Love

“Celebration,” a rock musical
comedy, will open tonight, October
29, in the Louis Armstrong Theatre
at Grand Valley State Colleges. The
production, sponsored by the GVSC
Performing Arts Center, will run for
four
performances,
Wednesday
through Saturday, November 1. All
shows begin at 8 p.m.
“The play,” says director Roger
Ellis, “deals with the conflict of
values in America between big bus
incss and the counterculture of the
six ties.”
The cast of “Celebration” in
cludes Grand Valley students as well
as other west Michigan performers.

by Rhonda Hates

Football games in recent years
have become more exciting with the
addition of the Laker Marching
Band, enjoying its fourth season of
half time entertainment. Organized
in the fall of 1977 GVSC’s band has
grown from a starting 57 member
ship of musicians to 107 marchers
today.
The band’s repetoire is as varied
as the scores of the game, managing
to keep step with current music
trends and fads.
“The marching
band produces a good quality sound
and GVSC can be proud of its band”,
Tickets are $3, general admission;
$1.50 for students.
Reservations
commented Professor William Root,
Director of the marching band
may be made by calling 895-6611,
Regularly, “The band practices
ext. 379, between 1-4 p.m.
for 1 and to hours a day” and some
times longer for events such as the
upcoming Band-A-Rama.
The
students should be respected for the
Andrea Splittberger and Robert work.”
The
1980-1981
performance time they spend, because they prac
Rasen, The UWHARRIE DUO made
its New York debut on February 12, season marks the first year of exten
1980 in Carnegie Recital Hall. sive touring by the UWHARRIE
Joseph Horowitz, music critic for DUO. This project is supported by
The New York Times, commented a grant from the National Endow
that “ Both MISS SPLITTBERGER- ment for the Arts in Washington,
ROSEN and MR. ROSEN impressed D C., a Federal agency.
Splittberger, on the clarinet and
as expert, expressive instrumental
ists. . .one could only admire the Rosen on percussion will be featured
boldness and dedication of their as Tuesday’s Lunchbreak artists.

tice and perform in rain or snow.
Unlike many other commitments,
the students seem dedicated to what
they do, in addition to enjoying the
long hours. “The marching band
volunteered to perform in Grand
Rapids November 22nd Christmas
parade and that means they have to
sacrifice their weekends to practice
too. It’s a lot of hard work, but the
students always perform with a sense
of pride like a football team, they get
out there and they do their best”.
For the future, the band is grow
ing, developing, and attracting atten
tion from various other area band
directors. In competition with other
college marching bands like Ferris
State and Western Michigan, GVSC’s
marching band holds their own.

Uwharrie D uo For Luttchbreak

454-0539
1437 Wealthy

Oct 30-Nov. 4

. M

\

MARBLES
Non; $4

LOTTA MILES
Nov. 10-15

ROKNIE FRAY

919 L Grand River
East Lansing, Ml
41823
(517) 332-2539
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Student’s Trick-O r-Treat Plans
A re (Almost) N o t K id ’s Stuff

AAA Fashion Show
Auditions Attract

m m p' in"
Other than Christmas, Halloween trick-or-treating; numerous parties, ten dollars worth, ant t tr p
is a child's most popular holiday, costumed and uncostumed; apple five dollars worth of coupons.
Little people carve pumpkins into bobbing, or just studying(some can
Off campus, another costume
grinning faces and dress up as ghosts, never stop) have been planned. Plans party is being given by Stu ent
witches, fairies, and clowns in order’ are aJSo being made, as in past years, Activities and the Gran
a cy
to go trick-or-treating Coming home to scare the girls with eerie music, American Marketing Association at
with candy bars, bubble gum, suck- hideous costumes, waterfilled pump- the Lincoln Lawns Country . u
ers, and the inevitable apple, the kins, and screaming dorm runs.
This will be an all-campus lla o
masqueraders will then pay for their
The dorms have already initiated a ween party at which a one hundret
efforts by getting sick for two variety of planned floor activities, dollar prize will go to the best
days after they pig-out on all of their Third floor Robinson carved pump- costume.
goodies.
kins on Monday, and will sponsor a
Then, there are the occasional
Believe it or not, this scenario will costume pizza party Wednesday Halloween 'Scrooges who think all
sound a lot like Grand Valley stu- night, while second floor Copeland the festivities arc Hum-bug, bur
dents this Hallow's Eve. Students will attend a costume party Friday despite this unpopular attitude, Halfrom eighteen to twenty-four will go night.
Monday, Tuesday, and lowecn seems to be quite popular
trick-or-treating Friday night, doing Wednesday students had the oppor- among Grand Valley students,
run_nj-»—
i-i-Q1■*- •»« ■■"«
more tricking than treating.
In tunity to carve their own pumpkins
addition to dressing up as ghosts, in Copeland's craft shoppe. The
witches, and Playboy bunnies, the pumpkins will be judged Thursday
collegiate clowncrs will attend Hallo- night during dinner at the Commons,
ween parties, and be sick for the next
Saga Food Service is planning a
two days after they consume their special Halloween ado. The Conr
"goodies." College students seem to mons will be decorated, according to
be in a second childhood.
Manager Joe De Marco, with pumpA story in the Oct. 9 issue of the
Many things have been planned by kins, straw, old picket fences, and Lanthorn concerning the CC Art
and for students to celebrate Hallo- possibly a smoking cauldron. Along Gallery incorrectly listed two or the
ween.
with the regular meal, students can shows.
Students have decorated dorm feast on a keg of cider and candied
April 3 - April 10 will feature an
windows with anything Halloween- apples.
A costume contest will exhibit by BFA candidate Mictte
ish: scarecrows, spiders, steaming also take place between 5;30 and Huy Brechts.
cauldrons, and skeletons, while the 6:15, which will be judged by the
March 21 - March 27 will feature
windowsills have been graced with diners’ applause. The prizes are Saga BFA candidate Jo llormuth.

Would-Be M odels

Pardon Us,
W e Goofed.

D E B B IE S H E L L (L E F T ) and Francine Smith (upper
right) put on the charm during the auditions Tuesday,
Oct. 21 for the 4th Annual Fashion Show and Dance,
sponsored by the Afro American Association.
Approximately twenty talented people tried out,
which made it difficult to choose the final 12 and
two alternates. Since the auditions showed so much
ability, imagine the sights when fashions by Gantos,
Hudsons, and Chess Mates will be displayed Sat. Nov.
15 from 9-12 in the Campus Center Multi-purpose
room (photos by Sue Kazlaw).
_____________

What’s Happening
Sunday-Monday Football on the big
screen, Sunday afternoon and Monday
nite at 9 in the C.C. lounge, free.

All
Campus
Halloween
Party-SlOO
first prize best costume. Fri., Oct. 31,
9 p.m. Lincoln Lawns Country Club
Gold Rm.
Tickets $2 75 at door.
Sponsored
by
American
Marketing
Association.

Targets- Original rock and rock in
concert
free
at C F A C -L A T ,
Mon.
Nov. 3, at 8 p.m.

Ski Club sponsors this week's G V S C
Night at the Silo Gopher, Marne, Thurs.,
Oct. 30.

Lunchbraak Series- Student Recital. Nola
Brault and Gorden DettaanWed., Oct 29.
Magnolia Jazz Band Tues., Nov. 4.
Uwharrie Percussion Duo Wed., Nov. 5.
All at noon, C F A C -L A T .

G e o flick s-"D a ys of Destruction" Wed.,
Oct. 29, 11 a.m. The B e a ch -A River of
Sand. Nov. 3, noon. The Currituck
Film, Wed., Nov. 5, 11 a.m. 118 Loutit.

"Silver Streak "- w it h Richard Pryor and
Gene Wild»»’. Comedy. Sunday, Nov. 2,
7 p.m., 132 M A N . $1.

Hitchcock Festival "N orth by Northwest"
with Cary Grant and Eva Marie Saint
about a businessman who becomes in
volved in an espionage plot, and "T o
Catch a Thief" with Cary Grant and
Grace Kelly. Cary Grant is the jewel
thief that comes out of retirement to trap
a thief w ho's thefts have been blamed
on him. Oct. 24-30 at the Bijou, Lake Dr.
at Wealthy.

Gangster / Gangsterette Masquerade
Dance-sponsored by Alpha Kappa A h ha
Sorority with W K W M D.J. Norman fi
at the CC, Oct. 3 1.9 p.m.-2 a.m. Adm is
sion $2.
Celebration a political Rock-musical
Theatrical experience, will be performed
Oct. 29-Nov. 1. C F A C -L A T , 8 p.m.
Tickets $1.50 students and $3.00 general.

Pop Entertainment Production-of M S U
presents Chuck Mangicne. Fri., Oct. 31,
8 p.m. Tickets $7.50 and $8.50; also
Jimmy Buffet on Tues., Nov. 4 at 8 p.m.
Tickets $8.50 and $9.50. Both at M S U
auditorium; contact Patti Smith at
(517) 355-7733 for more information.

Women in Law -sem inar Sat.. Nov. 1
Kent Room , Grand Center, Downtown
G.R. 10:30-3 p.m. There is no fee; brown
bag or purchase lunch. Information can
be obtained from Constance Ceizanka
at 895-6611. ext. 131.

A in't Misbehavin' the Fats Waller musical
will be at Miller Auditorium. Western
Michigan University. Fri., Nov. 14-15,
8 p.m. Tickets: $10, $8, $6.

"T h e Mark of Z o rro "—with Douglas
Fairbanks, Marquerite de la Motte and
Noah Berry (silent). Nov. 3, 7:30 p.m.
Multipurpose Rm., G.R. Public Museum.
$1 assoc, members, $2 general public.

Magnolia Jazz Band-Dixieland band will
perform at L A T /C FA C , Tues., Oct. 4,
noon, free.
Chorus Line Western Michigan University
James W. Miller Auditorium. Nov. 1,
5 and 9 p.m. Tickets $12.50, $10.00,
$7.50. for more info call 383-0925.
" A Funny Thing Happened on the Way
to the F o ru m " a musical comedy. C om 
munity Center, Grand Haven, weekends
of Nov. 7 8 and 14-15 at 8:15 p.m.,
and Tues Thurs 11-13. 7:30 p.m $4.00
general, $2.00 special. Dinner / Theatre
Package available. For more info call
842-0700.
Alex H aley-M iller auditorium. Western
Michigan University. Wed., Nov. 12,
8 p.m. Tickets $3.50 general, $2.00
students. For more information call
383-0925.
"C o m * " chi lie' thriller will be shown
Fri., Oct. 31, 132 M A N . 7 p.m. O nly
a buck.
Retrospective-a mixed media exhibit by
Wilma Janczynska-Boshewicz. continues
thru Now. 7 in the C C Gallery.

Dead or Alive-A modern horror film,
will be shown Sat.. Nov. 1 at 7 ,9 and
11 p.m. in th* Upper Commons. $1.00.

IT'S M Y TURN

Q U A D

\ 29#i St d E. M ias - Soutt of Eastbroot Mil _

!
]
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OHPLUGOD
S
O H G O D BOOK II

j MYBODYGUARD
i

Annual
Fashion
Show
and Dane*
sponsored
by
the
Afro-American
Association Sat., Nov. 15, 9-2 p.m. in
the CC Multi-purpose room.
Show
includes
fashions
by
Gantos,
Hudsons, Chess Mates.
Tickets $3,
call 530-9649 for more information
Music by Savoir Faire.

PG

/C T z& ta T '

RESTAURANT
1 mile east of GVSC on the bank of the Grand River

W IB Film s "G o o d Day Care; One Out
of Ten," and "C h ris and Bernie." a film
about single mothers, will be shown
Wed., Oct. 29, C C Theatre, 1-2 p.m.

677

Voyager to the Giant Planets continues
at the G.R. Museum Planetarium thru
Nov. 30, with shows at 2:30 p.m. Sat.
and Sun. $1 general, 75 cents students.

Halloween Special:
Free Ice Cream Cone
for everyone in costume.

What's Happening welcomes notices of
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P rivate Benjamin
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Meat and Vegetarian Delights

all campus or campus-related events.
Information must be submitted one week
prior to the issue publication is desired
(Lanthorn is distributed late Wed.),
along with sponsor name and number
to Arts/Entertainment Editor, The
Lanthorn. All notices subject to editing.
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F re e D e liv e ry

Music in Grand Rapids— 1840 to 1940
exhibit held in conjunction with the
opening of the Grand Center. Exhibit
includes a series of Sunday afternoon
concerts Museum hours are 10 a.m. to
5 p.m., Mon. Fri., 1 to 5 Sat., Sun., and
holidays.

PG i
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t

Bandorama Nov. 5. 8 p.m. C F A C . Free.
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Harlem Globtrotters Grand Center Civic
Auditorium, Mon., Nov. 17, 7:30 p.m.
A ll tickets reserved at $6 and $7.
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Tennis Squad Takes First Conference Title
by Sue Shaub
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f

N A N C Y H A C K S L IC E S a forearm jhot (photo by Bob Stofer).

Volleyball Team Disappointed
W ith Third Place Finish
by Fred Garrett
A sense of disappointment has set
in on the 1980 Grand Valley volley
ball squad. Their old nemesis Wayne
State has socked it to them again.
Squaring off against the Tartars
this past weekend, the Lakers were
hoping to break tradition and finally
overcome the Wayne squad.
The stakes were high. In what
was to be their last conference
matches of the season, the Laker
squad had to beat Wayne (a feat they
haven’t accomplished this season).
A loss would throw them into third
place in the conference and end all
hopes of winning the title.
Coming off four big wins the pre
vious week, the squad battled Wayne
in the first game and almost pulled
off an opening victory before succ
umbing 11-15.
The following
match wasn’t even close; Grand
Valley 2, Wayne State 15. That's
third place in the conference and no
hope of a title.
A sullen Coach Joan Boand com
mented, "We are all disappointed.
We were all ready to play and were
up for the game, We just had a letdow.,...Wc choked, I don't know,

maybe we were playing too hard."
"The Wayne squad was up too,”
reflected Boand, "they were up for
us too. They were ready to do the
job and they did. They played ex
cellent defense, we couldn't put
anything down, especially in the sec
ond game. ”
Down, but not out, after the loss
to Wayne, the Lakers went on to
dispose of Michigan Tech 15-8,
15-12 and Saginaw Valley 15-6,
15-11.
“We didn’t play well at all, but
we still won."
The volleyball season isn’t over
yet. The Lakers travel to the Uni
versity of Windsor for the CanAm
tournament. The field will consist
mosdy of Canadian teams who will
just be starting their seasons.
Boand still believes that this is
one of the best teams and that the
squad is much improved over last
year.
“We still have the state tourna
ment ahead of us. We came in sec
ond last year (to Northern Michigan,
whom they have beaten twice) and
we’d like to be first this year.”
Wayne State is not in Grand Valley’s
division for the state tournament.

Grand Valley’s women’s tennis
team proved once agai..
they are
number one. The Lakers went into
the conference tournament this past
weekend with high hopes of a vic
tory. Those hopes turned into real
ity as Grand Valley went undefeated
on the season and won the confer
ence tournament as well.
” Our strength all year has been our
tremendous depth,” said Laker
Coach Don Dickinson. “The key to
winning the tournament was to have
everyone advance in the first round.”

Thus was accomplished as well as
having six people advance to the
final match.
Grand Valley placed first overall,
with 17 points followed by Wayne
State with 13 points and Oakland
with 11.
Nancy Hack, playing at number
four singles won her flight as she de
feated Cindy Hill from Wayne, 6-0,
1-6, 6-0. Marti Loud also won her
flight at number six singles smearing
Jody Woloszynski 6 -1 ,6 1 .
Other finalists that did not win
their flights were number one singles
Kelli Drcsinga losing in a tough three

set match, and Becky Keeney lost
to her Wayne State opponent 6 4 ,
7-5. Number one and three doubles
were also defeated in the finals.
Before the tournament, the women
faced Ferris State. According to
Ferris State’s Coach, he expected a
close match with a score of no less
than 54. He also felt that there was
no dominant team in the conference.
Grand Valley proceeded to shatter
his first prediction as they creamed
Ferris by a score of 8 1. The wo
men’s record eliminated his second
theory as the Lakers went undefeat
ed in the conference with a 14-0

Don
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record and a perfect overall mark of
17-0. The girls played 126 individual
matches in the conference and lost
only 17 of them all season.
The Lakers also faced Saginaw
Valley as their last scheduled regula
tion match. Coach Dickinson dccid
cd to give number two, and six
singles a rest as Becky Keeney and
Marti Loud didn't play in the match.
Grand Valley’s great depth came
through again as they won quite
handily 90.
The women will now advance to the
state tournament which will be held
at Wayne State on Friday.

Dickinson:Tennis M entor

When Don Dickinson was a
teaching tennis pro in Holland and
Grand Rapids a few years back, he
didn't realize he was actually
building a future tennis program at
Grand Valley State.
Some of Dickinson’s former pu
pils have now rejoined him at Grand
Valley State, and the popular 35ycar-old coach lias taken the Lakers
women’s tennis program from the
doormats of the Great Lakes Con
ference to an undefeated season.
Before Dickinson became coach
last year, Grand Valley has a 3-13
record during the 1978 season. Last
year, Dickinson guided the team to
its first winning season since 1973.
This fall Grand Valley posted a per
fect 17-0 mark when the team closed
out its first undefeated season Wed
nesday against Saginaw Valley with a
score-of 9-0.

hopes to get the players back again
when they want to play at the col
lege level.
“ I’m not trying to recruit the best
players in the state to come to Grand
Valley and win tennis matches. I am
looking for the best talent in west
Michigan and get them into the right
environment and continue to im
prove the players’ game," explained
Dickinson.
“We hope to build a
year-round program at GVSC using
the junior tennis program as a feeder
system.”
Among the players from west
Michigan who have made the wom
en’s program a success at Grand Val
ley are Kelli Drcisinga from Holland,
LuAnn Price of Muskegon, Nacy
Hack from Mona Shores, Debbie
Posthumus from Fruitport, Karin
Holmes and Karen Johnson of
Ludington and Dickinson’s wife,
Patti, from Jenison.
Drcisinga nlays No. 1 singles and
has a 13-1 record; Dickinson (13-3)
number three singles; Hack (14-2) at
number four singles; and Price (13 2)
number six singles. Holmes has a
4-1 record in singles and teams with
Becky Keeney at number two
doubles where the duo has posted a
perfect 12-0 mark. Johnson was 3-1
in doubles when a conflict with her
practice teaching sidelined her from
any further matches this fall.
Posthumus is 4 0 in doubles matches
this year.

Dickinson serves on a part-time
basis for both men’s and women’s
T E N N IS C O A C H DO N Dickinson and his wife Patty (photo cour
tennis at Grand Valley. His full-time
tesy of Media Relations).
job is manager of Ramblewood Racquetball Club in Wyoming.
For the past few years, Dickinson
has been emphasizing his teaching
The student run Ultimate Con talents in the junior tennis program,
nection Frisbee Squad is on its way teaching players from Grand Haven,
to the Ultimate Midwest regionals Muskegon, and Grand Rapids. The
in Kentucky this weekend. The Con juniors play a regular tennis circut
nection, which is holding a raffle to
sponsor their trip, will be one of during the summer. The program in
three teams representing Michigan cludes players from the eighth grade
through high school.
Dickinson
schools at the regional event.
by Roy Tinsley
However, Grand Valley’s Glen Grand Valley tied for seventh with
Bradley wasn’t too far behind, taking 184 points. Finally, Lake Superior
On Oct. 18 the Great Lakes Inter twelfth place overall at 33:05. Un State rounded out the meet with
collegiate
Athletic
Conference fortunately, Bradley’s fine score 244 points and ninth place.
(Gl.IAC) championship cross coun wasn t enough to pull the Laker
Awards were handed out for the
try meet proved extraordinarily dif squad closer to victory, leaving
Women's Tennis at State Tournament, Wayne State
Friday, October 31
Grand Valley’s
ficult for Grand Valley’s squad led Grand Valley and Northwood Insti top 15 finishers.
by head coach William Clingcr. tute tied for seventh place with 184 Bradley was the only Laker crossing
Football vs NORTHWOOD
1:30 p.m.
Saturday, November 1
the finish line early enough to
Including Grand Valley, a total of points.
Soccer vs GRAND RAPIDS JC
10:30 a.m.
receive an award.
nine teams were present to take
Volleyball at Can-Am Tournament, University of
Meanwhile,
Saginaw
Valley
part in the ten thousand meter
Windsor, Ontario
Coach William Cbnger said, “The
event. F'our of the top teams atten snatched first place honors once
injury
to Rich Christiansen hurt
again
as
they
finished
way
out
in
ding (Saginaw Valley, Fcrri: State,
Volleyball at Calvin, with Albion
6 p.m.
Tuesday, November 4
our chances, even though he man
Hillsdale, and Wayne State) are front with 26 points. The next team
ranked in the NCAA, making this to finish anywhere near the Card- aged to finish fifth for Grand
Valley.”
Christiansen injured an
week’s encounter a learning exper- inals was Ferris State with 55 points,
ankle during practice then cut his
iencc for the voung leaker squad.
followed by Hillsdale College with
Saginaw Valiev’s Waldo Cabrials 87 points. Wayne State wrapped up foot on broken glass. Clinger also
was the man to beat as he pulled fourth with 106 points. Oakland stated, “I feel that we’re a good
away from the pack, crossing the University' placed sixth, taking 161 college team, bur we’re still not of
In the 10,000 meter Grand
by Roy Tinsley
finish line in 31:40.
points and leaving Northwood and national quality yet.”
Valley's own Ken Graft took third
The Eleventh Annual Grand Val place. Graft, a former Laker cross
ley Marathon, sponsored by Hush country runner trained for the race
Puppy Shoes and the Y.M.C.A. was on his own. “1 did not expect to
held Saturday as 770 ram ers from finish as well as 1 did,” Graft comm
across the Midwest met <vi GVSC’s ented. Crossing chc finish line at
33:30 Graft added, "the weather
campus to run one of three races.
played a big part in the finishing
victors in a tight athletic event. A family type atmosphere in the lo ker
The relationship between a coach and an athlete is one of great impor
The longest race, the 26 mile times of all runners.
r )om rather than one of a slave plantation would produce spectacular re marathon started some one hundred
tance. The benefits of a good relationship are vast.
Jeff Zylstra, 23 of Wyoming,
mits. Ranting and raving will probably only result in a sore throat, sore and seventy-six runners in what was was the winner of the 10,000 meter
If the coach respects the athlete then they can expect a “die hard”
ears, and a lot of tension and animosity.
called “one of the nastiest road event, ending his run in 32 12. Jan
attitude from the athlete on the playing field.
Tom Landry, coach of the Dallas Cowboy’s is a man of little emotion
If the athlete respects the coach then he or she will perform to the best
races ever run.”
Seltenright, 31 of Goshen, Indiana
and a lot of success.
of their ability.
was the first woman over the line at
Adding to a team's sour feelings can be a coach’s personal biases. Says
Rob Cool, a 29 year old mana 41:44.2.
Too often, however, coaches attempt to employ “get tough tactics” Mike Woods, a three letterman at Grand Valley, “Sure I’ve seen coaches ger of the Rockford Racquet Gub,
Peter Boyd of Wayland, won the
play favorites in sports, and the players realize it, but what can they do?
and let personal biases take hold in an effort to create champions.
who won in 1977, was first over the half marathon (13V4 miles) in 1 12,
“Coaches most have concern for the kids,” said Gene Reitz, a member Sports should be based on ability but there are times when this is not pos finish line this year. Cool dredged
while Mary Meyer, a 28 year old
of Grand Valley's basketball team. “Setting goals are good," Reitz added, sible.”
through the wet, windy, weather to from Toledo was the first woman
“but sometimes I ’ve seen coaches attempt to take the wrong route and it
cross the line in 2 28 01. Jeff finisher at 1.29.
A coach’s prejudices towards a certain player may stem from a lack of
has a negative effect.”
Morgan of Kalamazoo had never
The Grand Valley Marathon start
Former Ohio State University coach Woody Hayes was tough and also respect received by the coach from the player. Maybe the disrespect is a run a marathon before, making his
ed in 1970 with just 13 runners
had his players’ respect. As a result be helped form champions. But what result of a coach’s dehumanizing tactics. Mutual respect can breed out time of 2:39 46 even more astonish
and has blossomed into a compet
standing results.
was good for Woody, may be disasterous for the rest of the world.
ing than one might first perceive. itive three race event. 1980's most
Coaches arc a team's mentors. It is their job to lead their teams, hope
Calling players out of their names, speaking to them in a derogatory
The first woman over the finish line, interesting "runner” in the marathon
manner and attempts at physical abuse can only create an air of disrespect fully to victory. As long as athletes view being part of a team as being Vickie Brochers of Holland finished
event this year was Tom Kdderhouse
an dissension towards the coach.
more important than being respected, then Woody Hayes will have a lot just 11 minutes from the marathon
of Grand Rapids, who went the dist
It is the rapport between a coach and his players that can determine the
of poor imitators.
record at 3:19 48.
ance in a wheelchair.

Frisbee

Cross Country Squad Faces Brutal
Competition At Conference M eet

This Week With The Lakers

11th G V M arathon Sparkles

From The Sidelines...

by Richard Plowden

‘Jocks A re People T oo’
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D ave Quinley: Tough A ct To Follow

D A V E Q U IN L E Y P R E P A R E S TO handoff to Jim Meerman (photo by Bob Stofer).

Football Squad Falters 27-9
Great Lakes Standings

by Richard Plowdcn
The Grand Valley State football
team's hopes of a conference title
were administered their last rites
Saturday, as the Chargers of Hills
dale College embarassed the Lakers
27-9.

Conference

North wood
Hillsdale
Wayne StateGrand Valley
Ferris State
Saginaw Valley
Michigan Tech

W
4
3
2
2
2
1
0

Grand Valley, the league's preseason favorite, and Hillsdale, picked
to finish fifth, went into the gametied for second place behind Northwood Institute, with three confer he the story of the game. In the first
ence games left. Thus, it was a must half alone the Lakers had 92 yards in
win situation for the Lakers, who penalties called against them.
were looking to redeem themselves
Hillsdale had an 8-0 first quarter
this year after a very disappointing lead, then in the second quarter
1979 season.
Laker kicker Kamel Cariuty booted
The Lakers, stripped of their top a 29 yard field goal to put Grand
three running backs, without last Valiev on the board.
second touchdowns, minus inept
By half time Hillsdale was winning
opponents and defensive salvation 18-3 and the Lakers went to the
knew that they had to settle down locker room in frustration.
and play good, sound, intelligent
In the third quarter the Lakers
football.
battled back holding the Chargers
scoreless and at the end of the
It was that catagory coupled with quarter, quarterback Dave Quinley
some questionable calls by the offic hit tight end Rob Kubick with a 15
ials that helped to feed dust to the yard touchdown pass, but the Lakers
Lakers.
missed a two point conversion.
On the first play of the game from
Hillsdale converted a field goal in
scrimmage Grand Valley was called the fourth quarter to give them a
for offensive holding in what would 21-9 lead and then with 18 seconds

L

0
1
2
2
2
3
4

Overall
T
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

w
6
6
4
5
4
4
2

L

T

1
2
3
3
2
4
5

0
0
0
0
2
0
1

Valley slipped to a disappointing
David Quinley of Grand Valley
"We didn’t pass much in high
State always wanted to pursue a school, just on third and long situ 4-5 record. The Southgate native
career in baseball. Instead, his name ations. I think my single game high completed 127 of 219 passes for
will rank high among the top passing was 12 of 18 passes against Notre 1,900 yards and nine touchdowns.
Although the Lakers aren’t pas
quarterbacks in Michigan football Dame High Schooi in the Catholic
history.
League Championships.
We lost sing as much in 1980, Quinley seems
to be enjoying playing football more
In less than three seasons as a that game 22-12."
starter at GVSC, Quinley is one of
When Quinley arrived at Grand these days. "At the beginning of the
the most respected passers in the Valley, Harkcma's Lakers didn’t pass year, I put too much pressure on my
Great Lakes Conference. The 5-11, much either.
In fact, the year self. I thought I had to complete
180-pound senior has completed 270 before Quinley was recruited, Grand every pass and come up with the big
passes in 527 attempts for 4,25 3 Valley completed 35 of 83 passes play all the time. I've come to
yards and 26 touchdowns. In 29 for 464 yards. Quinley and backup realize we have other leaders on this
starts at quarterback, Quinley has quarterback
Steve Michuta of team, guys like Ted Dongvillo, Will
helped guide the Lakers to victory Livonia totaled that amount in one Roach, Rob Rubick, Michael Woods
18 times, including a GLIAC football game last season against Franklin and Dave Williams on the offense,
title and a trip to the NAIA Champ College.
who can also come up with big plays
ionship Playoffs in 1978.
As a freshman at GVSC, Quinley when needed.”
"I chose Grand Valley because I threw only nine times but watched
knew I would have a chance to play as senior quarterback Roy Gonzales
Harkema feels Quinley could be
both football and baseball,” Quinley combined the ‘veer’ offense with 91 utilized effectively no matter what
explained.
passes to lead the Lakers to their type of offense is used. "People
His plans were altered during the first GLIAC title during the 1977 don't realize how good a runner
spring of his freshman year when season.
David is,” Harkema explained, “lie
Coach Jim Harkema gave Quinley
has a great arm and can throw the
Quinley took over the club in ball long or short, depending on what
the opportunity to become Grand
Valley’s starting quarterback.
1978 and led the Lakers to another situation arises. I think David is
“Before coming to Grand Valley, GLIAC title and to the semi-finals vastly improved this season.
He
most of my success in high school of the NAIA playoffs. He completed gives our team an added dimension
athletics was in baseball," Quinley 64 of 125 passes for 966 yards, by being able to change the play at
added. He was all-league three times breaking most of GVSC’s passing the line of scrimmage and get our
in suburban Detroit and posted a marks.
team into the right play situation
Quinley’s passing statistics were against the other team's defense. It’s
27-6 pitching record at Southgate
even better in 1979 but Grand like having another coach out there.”
Aquinas.

left in the game a Quinley pass was
picked off and run back 75 yards for
a Hillsdale touchdown.
Grand Valley had 375 yards in total
offense, held Hillsdale to five first
downs rushing, and one first down
passing but gave up four first downs
in penalties.
Quinley completed 17 of 33 passes,
for 249 yards but threw three criti
cal interceptions and running back
Tony Schmitt rushed for 70 yards.
Line backer Kurt Fredricks had 12
solo tackles and three assists.
The Lakers must now accept this
season as another disappointment
and play the spoiler role in facing
conference leader North wood, a re
cent 24-10 victor over Wayne State,
Saturday at Lubbers Stadium.
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